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Directions on following page

Outer Box Crown
1.25” x 8”
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Hat Box Bottom
4 3/8” diameter

Inner Box Crown
1.25” x 8”

Hat Box Brim
4 3/8” diameter
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Hat Box Top
2 3/8” diameter

Streamer
0.75” x 2.75”

The angles on the hat band and bow
should be cut in soft curves...the program I used didn’t allow me to draw
them that way.

Hat Band
0.75” x 8”

Bow
0.75” x 3.0”

Knot
0.485” x 1.25”
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Use the coluzzle to cut the circles. Stamp all pieces before assembly!
Score crown pieces on dotted lines, cut little points up to score line.
Put adhsevive on points on both crown pieces and on overlap tab.
Fold points out on inner crown and in on outer crown. Form inner
crown into circle, insert inside brim with points on underside. Adhere
band at overlap tab and points on underside of brim. Adhere box bottom to underside of brim.
Form outer crown into a circle, fitting it on top of inner crown so that
it will slide off easily. Adhere hat top to points.
Adhere hat band to bottom of outer crown, overlapping ends. Fold
ends of bow inward, butting ends together. If you want a soft bow, do
not crease at folds, if you want a sharp bow, crease at folds. Adhere
bow on top of streamer, fold knot around center of bow and streamer,
adhere in back. Adhere bow over overlap on hat band.
Punch a hole with a 1/16” hole punch in inner crown. Stamp tag, put a
piece of pearl cotton on it for a tag hanger. Put ends through hole in
inner crown, knot to keep in place.
You can cut a second hat top, trimming slightly, if you wish to line the
top of the hat to hide the points.

